
 
 
From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
—where each poem begins with 1 or 1-2 lines from “Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror” by 
John Ashbery 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Ravished in the Raw 
 
Sifting the April sunlight for clues 
I notice buds late to their blossoming 
a flaw that makes one realize 
sunlight offers no clues; it only reveals 
what already existed before its random 
illumination. Its light may reveal buds 
tardy to becoming plums, apricots 
or pears. The revelation may make 
you sensitive to the plight of bees— 
how chemicals and other human-made 
pollution are destroying their habitat 
causing them, in turn, to destroy more 
habitat. War always spirals, unless it 
defeats itself, thus, ends. But it’s rare 
for an impulse to want to end itself— 
that’s another truth for which sunlight 
cannot take credit. To what one sees  
when light touches down in front of you 
(lightly like a plane controlled by the most  
seasoned pilot, or darkly like a sudden 
and unseasonal storm), only you can  
decide your response. Don’t bother  
hiring bodyguards—they wait on you 
not decide your next move before sun 
-set and you are left in the darkness  
which, like April and sunlight, offers no  
clues as to how to comprehend how you 
once praised by parents and teachers 
for “brilliant potential,” now sift through 
images of the unripened as if you 
are among them, yet better than them 
 



From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
—where each poem begins with 1 or 1-2 lines from “Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror” by 
John Ashbery 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Language Does Not Begin History 
 
No doubt it is this, not the reflex 
to hide something—I come to 
detest the adjective when it is 
placed in service of “secret mystic” 
“”verbless sentences,” “already  
present,” “killing sea,” or pun intend 
-ed, ‘’unaware etceteras.” But they 
weaken before the impassive lassos  
of “drowned children,” “hanged child 
-ren,” “burned children,” and “mass- 
acred children.” The word “mass- 
acred” incorporates a line-break 
to dilute the bludgeoning of the word 
as adjective to the word “children” 
But the line-break fails to hide  
the inevitable obscenity for before 
description there must have been 
a certain reality: massacred children 
We often hate the wrong target 
when we attack language—yes, if 
a witness is lacking, the tree still fell 
I must repeat: I detest the adjective 
in service of “massacred children” 
 
 
 
 



From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
—where each poem begins with 1 or 1-2 lines from “Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror” by 
John Ashbery 
 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Light, and its Dangerous Language 
 

Policy analysts at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta were 
told of the list of forbidden words at a meeting Thursday with senior CDC officials 
who oversee the budget, according to an analyst who took part in the 90-minute 
briefing. The forbidden words are “vulnerable,” “entitlement,” “diversity,” 
“transgender,” “fetus,” “evidence-based” and “science-based.” 
—Washington Post, Dec. 15, 2017 

 
You are allowing extraneous matters 
to break up your day, like Harry 
and I laughing over the latest 
euphemism—this, courtesy of the local  
vet treating Athena’s fungal infection: 
 

“eliminate” 
 
instead of “piss” or “shit” 

 
“Really?” Harry asks. I wonder how 
someone in his 80s is still capable 
of being surprised by the foibles 
—“foibles,” another euphemism— 
of human nature. Like politicians 
 
dictating what they cannot control: 
language. Today the President 
and his Men proclaimed the country 
‘s top health agency (health! No 
irony there either) cannot use seven  
words in “official documents” related 
to preparing the country’s next “budget”  
Budget, of course, is not the mere 
boredom of accounting but judgments 
on who gets financed, who does 



not. Who receives support, who 
does not. The statistics are lagging: home 
-lessness is on an uptick. I can’t recall 
which politician once observed, You can 
distract the populace through statistical 
analysis. Especially today—which 
spreadsheet acquits itself well on 
Twitter? Already, I’ve digressed 
 
Here are the seven words burning 
their presence as if they’re banned 
books—is not a word also a book? 
 

Fetus 
Transgender 
Vulnerable 
Entitlement 
Diversity 
Evidence-based 
Science-based 

 
Indeed, the President is eliminating 
AND  
 Pissing 
     AND 
    Shitting 
 
I am distracted by my dying dog 

receiving 60mg Micafungin IV q24 administered over one hour, posaconazole 
100mg PO q24, tramadol PO 100 mg q 8rs, diphenhydramine 50 mg IM 30 min 
before micafungin and cyproheptadine 8 mg PO if needed if not eating well. 
  
Serum biochemistry of Nov 5 showed an hypoalbuminemia of 2.8 g/dL (RI: 3.4-
4.3, 2.9 in 11/29, 3.2 in 10/23), ALT of 87 IU/L (RI: 21-72, 202 in 11/29, 48 in 
10/23), BUN of 9 mg/dL (RI: 11-33, 21 in 11/29). 
  
Pyuria was still present on urinalysis from Nov 29th and urine culture grew a 
mold. 
  



CBC from Nov 29 showed mild leukocytosis with high normal lymphocytes, high 
normal eosinophils (went from 335 in 10/10 to 1,225/ul). This may be due to the 
fungal disease or non-associated hypersensitivity. 
  
Urine aspergillus antigen from Nov 29 slightly higher than before at 7.1 (6.11 in 
10/13). 
  
Posaconazole drug level on 100 mg/d still pending. 
  
To administer micafungin: please give %) mg of diphenhydramine IM 30 min 
before. 
  
Reconstitute micafungin powder with 5 ml of non-bacteriostatic NaCL to yield a 
20 mg/ml concentration. Keep for 24 hrs only at room temperature. Do not shake 
vigorously. 
  
Dilute 3 ml of micafungin 20 mg/ml in 57 ml of 0.9 % NaCL. Administer at a rate 
of 60 ml/hr.  
 
Protect the lines and syringes from light. 

 
“Really?” Harry asks. “Who can protect  
from            light?” 
 
Do shake vigorously! 
 

Fetus 
Transgender 
Vulnerable 
Entitlement 
Diversity 
Evidence-based 
Science-based 

 
In that science based on evidence, fragility 
is not the domain only of the vulnerable, like 
the fetus. Nor is transgender a synonym for 
weakness. Diversity’s inescapable reality 
will burn down the castle walls of entitlement 
No one can be protected from light 



 
From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
—where each poem begins with 1 or 1-2 lines from “Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror” by 
John Ashbery 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Halloween Appropriation 
 
We don’t need paintings or 
doggerel written by mature poets when 
white supremacists have torn off their 
hoods. And, there, next to the seven- 
year-old dressed as a Klansman is 
Julianne grinning through her black 
-face, two men posing as Trayvon 
Martin and George Zimmerman, and 
a women dressed up as a Boston bomb 
-ing victim. It would be great if these  
images were on black velvet paintings 
or doggerel from black-and-white tele- 
vision. But they’re not, and civilization  
continues to deny its goals, a failure 
that began long before Donn the Beach- 
comber appropriated Polynesian culture 
for a décor including flaming torches— 
another reason it’s irrelevant to debate 
whether Donn Beach or Victor Bergeron  
of Trader Vic’s invented the quintessential  
tiki cocktail known as the mai tai: white 
and dark rum, orange curacao, orgeat 
syrup and fresh lime juice shaken together 
with ice, strained into a glass, garnished 
with a pineapple spear, mint leaves and  
lime shell, then served with a straw and 
a tiny purple parasol whose paper print 
features branches of pink-white cherry 
blossoms, pretty but inevitably disposable 
 
 



 
From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
—where each poem begins with 1 or 1-2 lines from “Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror” by 
John Ashbery 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Caron Poivre 
 
Business is carried on by look, gesture 
hearsay. It is another life to the city 
where negative balances translate to 
multi-million dollar sums if your flunky 
remembered your client detests buttered  
asparagus. Never mind that the beef 
arrived on that morning’s plane from 
Japan’s Hyogo Prefecture where rules 
for raising Wagyu cattle are strictly  
applied by the Kobe Beef Marketing 
and Distribution Promotion Association 
He will trade the division you covet— 
the one with the monopoly on lanyards— 
for your company manufacturing alligator 
belts if the mushroom-laden steak on 
his plate upholds its reputation for flavor 
tenderness and fatty, well-marbled texture 
But consider whether the Bordeaux sauce 
is the best choice. Instead of steak 
perhaps sukiyaki, shabu shabu, sashimi 
or teppanyaki? All are possible in this 
city where the windows of all of your 
choices can overlook the lights festooning 
bridges as if they are diamond necklaces 
on the feminine who most assuredly will 
accompany him (and you, depending on 
your mood). Whether the ladies shall be 
biological or trans, their heels will be high 
and their scent Caron Poivre. Befitting 
the gustatory context of liquidating filthy 
lucre, the perfume shall present hints of 
clove as well as black and red pepper 
Back in their hotel rooms, the amber 



liquids rest for the evening’s festivities 
in limited edition Baccarat crystal bottles 
with white gold collars, ensconced 
within white leather boxes with gilded 
edges, gold polka dots and sateen walls



 
From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
—where each poem begins with 1 or 1-2 lines from “Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror” by 
John Ashbery 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Criticizing Proust 
 
Francesco, your hand is big enough 
to wreck the sphere. Yet you do not 
eliminate the sensual from the gut 
-tural bassline as you DJ with your 
strangers’ feelings. Perhaps it’s best 
“the push-and-pull between beauty 
and brutality” leaves you cold. You 
noted about the tome most do not 
finish but whose title has leaked 
into the vernacular, Why must every 
-one betray everyone else? Is this 
rebellion or simply a fragment  
loosened when one simply perches? 
When the hawks lapse to sitting in 
a row atop an electric line, they cease 
their predatorship to look like mere 
birds. Most tourists driving through  
agricultural country will affirm this  
insult. Yet we know the hawks’ eyes 
keep flickering here, there until 
they see the country mouse that 
deserves its label. Later, the visitors 
will exclaim, “Yuck!” at the wet  
raisiny poop staining their crushable 
cowboy hats fashioned from sea 
-grass and acquired for their jaunt  
to a terrain where chickens don’t  
come frozen and encased In poly- 
ethylene. Yet, Francesco, you 
are smart enough not to lose 
compassion—you know this is 
their country, too. Your hand  
is big enough to wreck the sphere 



but, instead, you weave meshes 
too delicate to contain what they trap 
 
 



 
From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
—where each poem begins with 1 or 1-2 lines from “Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror” by 
John Ashbery 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: Marc Gaba Collaged A Red Cow’s Face Onto A 
Galloping Horse’s Ass 
 
There are no recesses in the room, only alcoves— 
a difference that anoints significance on content 
not merely form. As if to deny how “lines that draw 
 
nearer together are said to ‘vanish’” or how “spaces 
as they recede, become smaller.” This collapse, like 
all implosions, inflicts a cost. Something falls through 
 
visibility, and today my birthland is killing its school 
-children because of a theory: Education is a vile 
enemy to dictatorships! There are other types of 
 
invisibility, like those pushed to become 3-digit spies 
(CIA, M16, etc), which is to say, people with no second  
halves to their lives as the first parts were spent lying 
 
seducing, assassinating—not the same, let us not  
forget, as surviving. Another country joins others in  
blocking a Human Rights Watch website, claiming  
 
any incident of torture is an isolated crime by a bad  
officer acting alone. When the media reported a boy  
found dead in a creek, they did not report on his 
 
wardrobe. But we know what clothed him for we do  
a double-take today at any young man we see wearing  
a gray jacket and dark pants, a red backpack flung  
 
over his shoulder. We so want children to remain  
alive—vanishing with any youth are other lives, perhaps  
a future daughter sketching a red backpack on creamy  
 



paper, perhaps a son laying down a red backpack by 
the side of a playground to define a flawless curve  
through a basketball swishing through a hoop, perhaps 
 
a grandchild making you weep at his first day of kinder 
-garten, a tiny red backpack by his pale ankles. But  
how can grieving receive its time—as with other matters 
 
time is respect—when so many deaths continue, pushing  
us to another space: the constant watching over one’s 
back, a concern pinching our foreheads and forcing other  
 
thoughts into a line. As if things not caught into the line 
don’t exist. But the line is mere thread, so easy (too easy) 
to snap under pressure. I witnessed a recessed space  
 
become an alcove when someone I loved moved  
a narrow table and two chairs into it. “For our meals  
together,” my beloved said with a smile. Another day 
 
another murder and my beloved’s wish became mere 
words—devoid of content, language as recess not  
alcove. As if a picture never hung on the wall of my 
 
beloved’s hospitality: an image of the front half of  
a galloping horse collaged with a cow’s red face where 
a horse’s tail is supposed to swish. It wasn’t an improbable  
 
image. The foreground was a dark blue ocean and  
the background a night sky alit with stars—much would be 
lost were they collapsed into a thread-thin line. Water, sky  
 
and stars—we share all these elements with each other 
Wisdom can be gleaned from how zookeepers laid straw  
on the floor of the men’s bathroom to shelter orange flamingos  
 
during Hurricane Andrew. Surely sufficient matters can be 
shown not to exclude others such that, both ideally and truth 
-fully: There are no recesses in any room, only alcoves 
 



 
 
 
 
Poem quoted in first and second stanzas is John Ashbery’s “The Skaters” published in 
1966’s Rivers and Mountains. 
 
 
 
 



From The Ashbery Riff-Offs 
—where each poem begins with 1 or 1-2 lines from “Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror” by 
John Ashbery 
 
Witnessed in the Convex Mirror: The Anonymous Laborer’s Story 
 
He accordingly caused a ball of wood to be made 
by a turner. The wood ball later would be halved 
on its way to creating a convex mirror. In turn 
the process and result would allow for a book-length 
discourse on convexity, to be followed by a reader 
‘s book-length poem on the philosophical implications 
of a convex gaze. Outside of this journey, however 
is an equally important unfolding by someone more 
directly involved in the creation of the inspiration: 
the machinist who, as he manipulated the lathe 
relished his tradition whose application goes beyond 
wood to include metal, plastic or stone. All participants 
in this process began by a turner (whose name, as 
noted parenthetically, likely will never be known) will  
never know the other acts set in motion by their shared 
Muse—such is the difficulty of desire reaching 100%  
embodiment, not even the yearnings of the convex  
gaze which desires inclusivity. Something always falls  
off and away on the other side of horizon, the ever- 
present limit to earth forming a ball instead of lying flat 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




